INPUT FLANGE, CPRF SHOWN
OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE
(SEE TABLE)

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL CODE: 112–760–FLANGE TYPE*
WG SIZE: WR112 ALUM.
FREQ. RANGE: 7.05 – 10.0 GHz
POWER: 3000W AVG.
MAX. VSWR: 1.15 MAX.
FLANGE TYPE: SEE CHART BELOW

---

OUTLINE,
WR112 VERY HIGH POWER
TERMINATION

MATERIAL: 6061/T6 ALUM.
TREATMENT: IRDITE
DRAWN: R. LYNCH 9/20/02

FINISH: HI-TEMP BLACK
MOD NO.: 112–760–X

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLENCES ARE:
FRACTIONS ±1/64
DECIMALS ±0.01
ANGLES ±1/2° ±0.005

CAGE CODE: ORBN4
DO NOT SCALE DWG